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Abstract

We study the problem of computing possible and necessary winners for partially speci-
fied weighted and unweighted tournaments. This problem arises naturally in elections with
incompletely specified votes, partially completed sports competitions, and more generally
in any scenario where the outcome of some pairwise comparisons is not yet fully known.
We specifically consider a number of well-known solution concepts—including the uncov-
ered set, Borda, ranked pairs, and maximin—and show that for most of them, possible and
necessary winners can be identified in polynomial time. These positive algorithmic results
stand in sharp contrast to earlier results concerning possible and necessary winners given
partially specified preference profiles.

1. Introduction

Many multi-agent situations can be modeled and analyzed using weighted or unweighted
tournaments. Prime examples are voting scenarios in which pairwise comparisons between
alternatives are decided by majority rule and sports competitions that are organized as
round-robin tournaments. Other application areas include webpage and journal ranking,
biology, psychology, and AI. More generally, tournaments and solution concepts on tour-
naments are used as a mathematical tool for the analysis of all kinds of situations where
a choice among a set of alternatives has to be made exclusively on the basis of pairwise
comparisons.

When choosing from a tournament, relevant information may only be partly available.
This could be because some preferences are yet to be elicited, some matches yet to be played,
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or certain comparisons yet to be made. In such cases, it is natural to speculate which are
the potential and inevitable outcomes on the basis of the information already at hand.

For tournaments, a number of attractive solution concepts have been proposed (Brandt,
Brill, & Harrenstein, 2016; Laslier, 1997). Given any such solution concept S, we define
possible winners of a partial tournament G as alternatives that are selected by S in some
completion of G, and necessary winners are alternatives that are selected in all completions.
By a completion we here understand a (complete) tournament extending G.

In this article we address the computational complexity of identifying the possible and
necessary winners for a number of solution concepts whose winner determination prob-
lem for tournaments is tractable. We consider five of the most common solution concepts
for tournaments—namely, Condorcet winners (COND), Condorcet non-losers (CNL), the
Copeland set (CO), the top cycle (TC ), and the uncovered set (UC )—and three common
solutions for weighted tournaments—Borda (BO), maximin (MM ), and ranked pairs (RP).
For each of these solution concepts, we consider the computational complexity of the fol-
lowing problems: deciding whether a given alternative is a possible winner (PW), deciding
whether a given alternative is a necessary winner (NW), as well as deciding whether a
given subset of alternatives equals the set of winners (the winning set) in some comple-
tion (PWS). These problems can be challenging, as even unweighted partial tournaments
may allow for an exponential number of completions. Our results are encouraging, in the
sense that most of the problems can be solved in polynomial time. Table 1 summarizes our
findings.

Similar problems have been considered before. For Condorcet winners, voting trees
and the top cycle, it has been shown that possible and necessary winners are computable
in polynomial time (Konczak & Lang, 2005; Lang et al., 2012). The same holds for the
computation of possible Copeland winners, a problem that has been considered in the
context of sports tournaments (Cook, Cunningham, Pulleyblank, & Schrijver, 1998).

Another more specific setting is also frequently considered within the area of compu-
tational social choice and differs from our setting in a subtle but important way that is
worth being pointed out. There, tournaments are assumed to arise from pairwise majority
comparisons on the basis of a profile of individual voters’ preferences.1

Since a partial preference profile R need not conclusively settle every majority compari-
son, it may give rise to a partial tournament only. There are then two natural ways to define
possible and necessary winners for a partial preference profile R and solution concept S as
illustrated in Figure 1. The first is to consider the completions of R and the winners under
S in the corresponding tournaments. The second—covered by our more general setting—is
to consider the completions of the partial tournament G(R) corresponding to R and the
winners under S in these. Since every tournament corresponding to a completion of R is
also a completion of G(R) but not necessarily the other way round, the second definition

1. See, e.g., the work of Baumeister and Rothe (2010), Betzler and Dorn (2010), Konczak and Lang (2005),
Walsh (2007), and Xia and Conitzer (2011) for the basic setting, Betzler, Hemmann, and Niedermeier
(2009) for parameterized complexity results, Bachrach, Betzler, and Faliszewski (2010), Hazon, Aumann,
Kraus, and Wooldridge (2012), and Kalech, Kraus, Kaminka, and Goldman (2011) for probabilistic
settings, Chevaleyre, Lang, Maudet, and Monnot (2011) and Chevaleyre, Lang, Maudet, Monnot, and
Xia (2012) for settings with a variable set of alternatives, Baumeister, Faliszewski, Lang, and Rothe
(2012), Kalech et al. (2011), Lu and Boutilier (2011), Oren, Filmus, and Boutilier (2013), Filmus and
Oren (2014) for settings with truncated ballots and Lu and Boutilier (2013) for multiwinner rules.
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S PWS NWS PWSS

COND in P (Konczak & Lang, 2005) in P (Konczak & Lang, 2005) in P (Thm. 1)
CNL in P (Thm. 2) in P (Thm. 2) in P (Thm. 2)
CO in P (Cook et al., 1998)a in P (Thm. 3)a in P (Thm. 3)
TC in P (Lang et al., 2012)a in P (Lang et al., 2012) in P (Thm. 4)
UC in P (Thm. 5) in P (Thm. 6) NP-C (Thm. 7)

BO in P (Thm. 8)a in P (Thm. 10) in P (Thm. 9)
MM in P (Thm. 11)a in P (Thm. 13) in P (Thm. 12)
RP NP-C (Thm. 14) coNP-C (Thm. 15) NP-C (Cor. 2)

a This P-time result contrasts with the intractability of the same problem for partial preference
profiles (Lang et al., 2012; Xia & Conitzer, 2011).

Table 1: Complexity of computing possible winners (PW) and necessary winners (NW) and
of checking whether a given subset of alternatives is a possible winning set (PWS) under
the following solution concepts: Condorcet winners (COND), Condorcet non-losers (CNL),
Copeland (CO), top cycle (TC ), uncovered set (UC ), Borda (BO), maximin (MM ), and
ranked pairs (RP).

gives rise to a stronger notion of a possible winner and a weaker notion of a necessary win-
ner. Interestingly, and in sharp contrast to our results, determining these stronger possible
and weaker necessary winners is computationally hard for many voting rules (Lang et al.,
2012; Xia & Conitzer, 2011). This contrast has been foreshadowed by the work of Lang et
al. (2012) and Pini, Rossi, Venable, and Walsh (2011), who compared these two ways of
defining possible and necessary winners (both theoretically and experimentally) for three
solution concepts: Condorcet winners, voting trees, and the top cycle.

In the context of this article, we do not assume that tournaments arise from majority
comparisons in voting or from any other specific procedure. This approach has a number
of advantages. Firstly, it matches the diversity of settings to which solution concepts on
tournaments are applicable, which goes well beyond social choice and voting. For instance,
our results also apply to a question commonly encountered in sports competitions, namely,
which teams can still win the cup and which future results this depends on (Cook et al.,
1998; Kern & Paulusma, 2004; B. L. Schwartz, 1966). Secondly, (partial) tournaments
provide an informationally sustainable way of representing the relevant aspects of many
situations while maintaining a workable level of abstraction and conciseness. For instance,
in the social choice setting described above, the partial tournament induced by a partial
preference profile is a much more succinct piece of information, and discloses less informa-
tion, than the preference profile itself. More generally, it gives a canonical way of extending
tournament solutions to incomplete tournaments (a line that has been pursued by Brandt,
Brill, & Harrenstein, 2014). Finally, specific settings may impose restrictions on the feasible
extensions of partial tournaments. The positive algorithmic results in this article can be
used to efficiently approximate the sets of possible and necessary winners in such settings,
where the corresponding problems may be intractable. The voting setting discussed above
serves to illustrate this point.

We also point out that computing possible outcomes has been considered in other do-
mains in social choice for example in matching and allocations (Aziz, Walsh, & Xia, 2015;
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Figure 1: This non-commutative diagram illustrates the two approaches to possible and
necessary winners of partial preference profiles for majoritarian social choice functions.
First, the completions of the partial profile to full preference profiles are shown in the
bottom left. The corresponding majority tournaments are in the dashed box on the bottom
right. In this work, we start from the partial majority tournament on the top right which
is induced by the partial preference profile. Then, we consider all possible completions to
tournaments which are depicted in the solid box on the bottom right.

Rastegari, Condon, Immorlica, & Leyton-Brown, 2013) and for knockout tournaments (Aziz
et al., 2014; Vu, Altman, & Shoham, 2009).

2. Preliminaries

A partial tournament is a pair G = (V,E) where V is a nonempty finite set of alternatives
and E ⊆ V × V an asymmetric relation on V , i.e., (y, x) /∈ E whenever (x, y) ∈ E. If
(x, y) ∈ E we say that x dominates y. A tournament T is a partial tournament (V,E) for
which E is also complete, i.e., either (x, y) ∈ E or (y, x) ∈ E for all distinct x, y ∈ V . We
denote the set of all tournaments by T .

Let G = (V,E) be a partial tournament. Another partial tournament G′ = (V ′, E′) is
called an extension of G, denoted G ≤ G′, if V = V ′ and E ⊆ E′. If E′ is complete, G′ is
called a completion of G. We write [G] for the set of completions of G, i.e.,

[G] = {T ∈ T : G ≤ T}.
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We say an alternative x ∈ V is dominated if (y, x) ∈ E for some y ∈ V , and undominated
otherwise. We define the dominion of x in G as D+

G(x) = {y ∈ V : (x, y) ∈ E}, and the
dominators of x in G as D−G(x) = {y ∈ V : (y, x) ∈ E}. For X ⊆ V , we let D+

G(X) =⋃
x∈X D

+
G(x) and D−G(X) =

⋃
x∈X D

−
G(x). A nonempty subset X ⊆ V of alternatives in

a partial or complete tournament (V,E) is dominant if every alternative in X dominates
every alternative outside X. For given G = (V,E) and X ⊆ V , we further write EX→ for
the set of edges obtained from E by adding all missing edges from alternatives in X to
alternatives not in X, i.e.,

EX→ = E ∪ {(x, y) ∈ X × V : y /∈ X and (y, x) /∈ E}.

We use EX← as an abbreviation for EV \X→, and write Ex→, Ex←, GX→, and GX← for
E{x}→, E{x}←, (V,EX→), and (V,EX←), respectively. For G = (V,E) and X ⊆ V , we
use E|X andG|X to denote the restriction E∩(X×X) of E toX and the restriction (X,E|X)
of G to X, respectively.

Let n be a positive integer. A partial n-weighted tournament is a pair G = (V,w)
consisting of a finite set V of alternatives and a weight function w : V × V → {0, . . . , n}
such that for each pair (x, y) ∈ V × V with x 6= y, w(x, y) + w(y, x) ≤ n. We say that
T = (V,w) is an n-weighted tournament if for all x, y ∈ V with x 6= y, w(x, y)+w(y, x) = n.
We call T a (partial) weighted tournament if it is a (partial) n-weighted tournament for
some n ∈ N. The class of n-weighted tournaments is denoted by Tn. Observe that with
each partial 1-weighted tournament (V,w) we can associate a partial tournament (V,E) by
setting E = {(x, y) ∈ V : w(x, y) = 1}. Thus, (partial) n-weighted tournaments can be seen
to generalize (partial) tournaments, and we may identify T1 with T .

The notations G ≤ G′ and [G] can be extended naturally to partial n-weighted tour-
naments G = (V,w) and G′ = (V ′, w′) by letting (V,w) ≤ (V ′, w′) if V = V ′ and
w(x, y) ≤ w′(x, y) for all x, y ∈ V , and [G] = {T ∈ Tn : G ≤ T}.

For given G = (V,w) and X ⊆ V , we further define wX→ such that for all x, y ∈ V ,

wX→(x, y) =

{
n− w(y, x) if x ∈ X and y /∈ X,

w(x, y) otherwise,

and set wX← = wV \X→. Moreover, wx→, wx←, GX→, and GX← are defined in the obvious
way.

We use the term solution concept for functions S that associate with each tourna-
ment T = (V,E), or with each weighted tournament T = (V,w), a choice set S(T ) ⊆ V .2 A
solution concept S is called resolute if |S(T )| = 1 for each tournament T . In this article we
will consider the following solution concepts: Condorcet winners (COND), Condorcet non-
losers (CNL), Copeland (CO), top cycle (TC ), and uncovered set (UC ) for tournaments,
and maximin (MM ), Borda (BO), and ranked pairs (RP) for weighted tournaments. Of
these only ranked pairs is resolute. Formal definitions will be provided later in the article.

2. We avoid the otherwise natural term tournament solution as in its common definition it requires the
choice set to be nonempty (Laslier, 1997). This would exclude COND .
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3. Possible and Necessary Winners

A solution concept selects a unique set of alternatives from each complete tournament.
This holds in particular for the completions of a partial tournament. However, for each
completion of a partial tournament, a solution concept may select another set of alterna-
tives. A similar remark concerns weighted tournaments and their completions. For a given
solution concept S, we can thus define the set of possible winners for a partial (weighted)
tournament G as the set of alternatives selected by S from some completion of G, i.e., as

PWS (G) =
⋃
T∈[G]

S(T ).

Analogously, the set of necessary winners of G is the set of alternatives selected by S from
every completion of G, i.e.,

NWS (G) =
⋂
T∈[G]

S(T ).

We furthermore write
PWSS (G) = {S(T ) : T ∈ [G]}

for the possible winning sets, i.e., the set of sets of alternatives that S selects for the
different completions of G. For the sake of completeness, we also mention necessary winning
sets. A set X is a necessary winning set of a partial tournament G if X = S(T ) for
all T ∈ [T ]. Accordingly, the conditions for a set to be a necessary winning set are very
strong and are satisfied relatively seldom. Necessary winning sets can also straightforwardly
be characterized by means of the sets of possible and necessary winners: X is a necessary
winning set if and only if X = PW (G) = NW (G). This implies that for the solution
concepts addressed in this article, computational results surrounding necessary winning
sets follow as easy corollaries.3 We will not further consider necessary winning sets.

Note that NWS (G) may be empty even if S selects a nonempty set of alternatives for
each tournament T ∈ [G], and that the number |PWSS (G)| of possible winning sets may
be exponential in the number of alternatives of G.

We have the following lemmas, which relate to some useful structural properties of
the sets of possible and necessary winners. The proofs are straightforward and therefore
omitted.

Lemma 1. Let S be a solution concept and G and G′ partial tournaments. Then,

(i) G ≤ G′ implies PWS (G′) ⊆ PWS (G), and

(ii) G ≤ G′ implies NWS (G) ⊆ NWS (G′).

We say that a solution concept S refines another solution concept S′, denoted S ⊆ S′, if
S(G) ⊆ S′(G) for all G. We find that the following monotonicity properties hold.

3. Given our results in Table 1, the fact that X is a necessary winning set if and only if X = PW (G) =
NW (G) immediately implies that for all concepts apart from ranked pairs deciding whether a set is a
necessary winning set can be achieved in polynomial time. Since ranked pairs is resolute, every set in
NWSRP has to be a singleton {x} and {x} ∈ PWSRP if and only if x ∈ NWRP . Consequently, the
problem of deciding whether a set X is contained in NWSRP is coNP-complete.
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Lemma 2. Let S and S′ be solution concepts and G and G′ partial tournaments. Then,

(i) S ⊆ S′ implies PWS (G) ⊆ PWS ′(G), and

(ii) S ⊆ S′ implies NWS (G) ⊆ NWS ′(G).

The next lemma concerns the way in which the sets of possible and necessary winners can
be defined in terms of one another.

Lemma 3. Let S be a solution concept and G a partial tournament. Then,

(i) PWS (G) =
⋃
G≤G′ NWS (G′), and

(ii) NWS (G) =
⋂
G≤G′ PWS (G′).

Observe that, while S ⊆ S′ does not generally imply PWSS (G) ⊆ PWSS ′(G), the following
does hold:

if S ⊆ S′ then for all X ∈ PWSS (G) there exists X ′ ∈ PWSS ′(G) such that X ⊆ X ′.

Deciding membership in the sets PWS (G), NWS (G), and PWSS (G) for a given solution
concept S and a partial (weighted) tournament G are natural computational problems.
Overloading notation, we refer to these problems as PWS , NWS , and PWSS , respectively.

PWS (Possible Winners)

Input: A partial tournament G = (V,E) or an n-weighted partial tournament
G = (V,w) along with the positive integer n; an alternative x ∈ V .

Output: ‘Yes’, if there exists a completion T ∈ [G] such that x ∈ S(T ).
‘No’, otherwise.

NWS (Necessary Winners)

Input: A partial tournament G = (V,E) or an n-weighted partial tournament
G = (V,w) along with the positive integer n; an alternative x ∈ V .

Output: ‘Yes’, if x ∈ S(T ) for all completions T ∈ [G].
‘No’, otherwise.

PWSS (Possible Winning Set)

Input: A partial tournament G = (V,E) or an n-weighted partial tournament
G = (V,w) along with the positive integer n; a subset of alternatives
X ⊆ V .

Output: ‘Yes’, if there exists a completion T ∈ [G] such that X = S(T ).
‘No’, otherwise.

Note that if PWSS can be decided in polynomial time, this only means that there is a
polynomial-time algorithm that decides whether a given subset of alternatives is a possible
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winning set. Outputting the set PWSS of possible winning sets may be much more difficult,
because PWSS may be of exponential size.4

For irresolute solution concepts, PWSS may appear a more complex problem than
PWS . We are, however, not aware of a generic polynomial-time reduction from PWS to
PWSS . The relationship between all of these problems may also be of interest for the
“classic” possible winner setting with partial preference profiles.

For complete tournaments T we have [T ] = {T} and thus PWS (T ) = NWS (T ) = S(T )
and PWSS (T ) = {S(T )}. As a consequence, for solution concepts S with an NP-hard
winner determination problem—like Banks, Slater, and the tournament equilibrium set—
the problems PWS , NWS , and PWSS are NP-hard as well.5 We therefore restrict our
attention to solution concepts for which winners can be computed in polynomial time.

4. Unweighted Tournament Solutions

In this section, we consider the following well-known solution concepts for unweighted tour-
naments: Condorcet winners, Condorcet non-losers, the Copeland set, the top cycle, and
the uncovered set. We will use the partial tournament depicted in Figure 2(i) as a running
example.

a b

c d

(i) Partial tournament G

a b

c d

(ii) Completion T1

a b

c d

(iii) Completion T2

Figure 2: Example of a partial unweighted tournament G and possible completions T1

and T2. Initially, the (dotted) edges between the pairs {a, b}, {b, c}, and {c, d} are not yet
specified.

4.1 Condorcet Winners and Condorcet Non-losers

Condorcet winners and Condorcet non-losers are fundamental solution concepts and will
provide a nice warm-up. An alternative x ∈ V is a Condorcet winner of a complete tourna-
ment T = (V,E) if it dominates all other alternatives, i.e., if (x, y) ∈ E for all y ∈ V \ {x}.
The set of Condorcet winners of tournament T will be denoted by COND(T ); obviously
this set is always either a singleton or empty. An alternative x is a Condorcet loser in T if it
is dominated by every other alternative, i.e., if (y, x) ∈ E for all y ∈ V \ {x}. Consequently,
x is a Condorcet non-loser in T = (V,E) if x is not a Condorcet loser in T or V = {x}.

The set of Condorcet non-losers of a tournament T will be denoted by CNL(T ); obviously
this set has always cardinality |V | or |V | − 1.

4. For instance, if G∅ = (V, ∅) then PWSTC (G∅) = {X ⊆ V : |X| 6= 2}, even though PWSTC is in P
(Theorem 4).

5. This does not exclude the possibility that computing some (arbitrary) possible winner or possible winning
set for some of these solution concepts could be done in polynomial time.
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Let G = (V,E) be a partial tournament. If some alternative x is dominant in G, then x
will obviously be the Condorcet winner in all completions of G. On the other hand, if for
some y ∈ V \{x} it is not the case that (x, y) ∈ E, there is some completion of G in which x
is not a Condorcet winner. Hence,

x ∈ NWCOND(G) if and only if (x, y) ∈ E for all y ∈ V \ {x}

and

x ∈ PWCOND(G) if and only if (y, x) ∈ E for no y ∈ V \ {x}.

Obviously, the criteria on the right-hand side of the equivalences can be checked in polyno-
mial time.

We now turn to the problem PWSCOND . Each of the sets in PWSCOND(G) is either
a singleton or the empty set, and determining membership for a singleton is obviously
tractable. Checking whether ∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G) is not quite that simple. The following
result gives an exact characterization of PWSCOND(G), which is interesting in its own
right.

Lemma 4. Let U be the set of undominated alternatives of a partial tournament G = (V,E).
Then,

• for every alternative x ∈ V , {x} ∈ PWSCOND(G) if and only if x ∈ U ;

• ∅ 6∈ PWSCOND(G) if and only if 1 ≤ |U | ≤ 2 and U is dominant.

Proof. Since a complete tournament has either one Condorcet winner or none, any set in
PWSCOND(G) has cardinality 0 or 1. Clearly, {x} ∈ PWSCOND(G) if and only if x ∈ U .
It remains to be shown that PWSCOND(G) contains ∅ if and only if U = ∅, or |U | ≥ 3, or
1 ≤ |U | ≤ 2 and U is not dominant.

If U = ∅, COND(T ) = ∅ for every T ∈ [G]. It follows that ∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G). If
|U | ≥ 3, consider a directed cycle C ⊆ U × U that visits every alternative in U .6 Then,
the set of undominated alternatives in G′ = (V,E ∪ C) is empty. It again follows that
∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G).

If U = {x} and x is dominant, then x is a Condorcet winner in every T ∈ [G]. Therefore,
∅ /∈ PWSCOND(G).

If U = {x} and {x} is not dominant, then (x, y) /∈ E for some y 6= x. Consider a
completion of G containing (y, x). In this completion, the set of undominated alternatives
is empty. It follows that ∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G).

If U = {x, y} and {x, y} is dominant, then for every T ∈ [G], either (x, y) ∈ T and x is
a Condorcet winner in T , or (y, x) ∈ T and y is a Condorcet winner in T . It follows that
∅ /∈ PWSCOND(G).

Finally, if U = {x, y} and {x, y} is not dominant, then for some z 6= x, y we have
(x, z) /∈ E or (y, z) /∈ E. Without loss of generality, assume (x, z) /∈ E. Consider a
completion of G containing (z, x) and (x, y). Such a completion exists, because (x, z) /∈ E,
and (y, x) /∈ E (since x ∈ U). In this completion, the set of undominated alternatives is
empty. It follows that ∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G).

6. The cycle C is not a subgraph of G. In fact, G|U does not contain any edges.
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We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. PWCOND , NWCOND , and PWSCOND can all be solved in polynomial time.

The results for PWCOND and NWCOND also follow from Corollary 2 of Konczak and
Lang (2005).

We further note that Theorem 1 is a corollary of corresponding results for maximin
in Section 5.2. The reason is that a Condorcet winner is the maximin winner of a 1-
weighted tournament, and a tournament does not admit a Condorcet winner if and only if
all alternatives are maximin winners.

We conclude this section by observing that the problems PWCNL, NWCNL, and
PWSCNL are reducible to NWCOND , PWCOND , and PWSCOND , respectively. It can
straightforwardly be checked that for all partial tournaments G = (V,E) with |V | > 1
and all X ⊆ V ,

X ∈ PWSCNL(G) if and only if V \X ∈ PWSCOND(G−1),

where G−1 = (V,E−1) is G with all of its set edges inverted, i.e., E−1 = {(x, y) : (y, x) ∈ E}.
It also follows that,

PWCNL(G) = V \NWCOND(G−1), and

NWCNL(G) = V \ PWCOND(G−1).

Since the complement of a set can be computed in polynomial time and edges can
be reversed in polynomial time as well, we obtain the following result as a corollary of
Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. PWCNL, NWCNL, and PWSCNL can all be solved in polynomial time.

As an example, consider the partial tournament G depicted in Figure 2(i) in which there
is no dominating alternative while the set of undominated alternatives in G is U = {a, b}.
Therefore,

PWCOND(G) = {a, b} and

NWCOND(G) = ∅.

For PWSCOND(G), note that the set U is not dominant because (b, c) /∈ E. By Lemma 4,
this gives

PWSCOND(G) = {{a}, {b}, ∅}.

For Condorcet non-losers, we observe that G−1 = (V,E−1) with E−1 = {(c, a), (d, a), (d, b)}.
Now, PWCOND(G−1) = {c, d}, NWCOND(G−1) = ∅, and (from Lemma 4)
PWSCOND(G−1) = {{c}, {d}, ∅}. Therefore,

PWCNL(G) = {a, b, c, d},
NWCNL(G) = {a, b}, and

PWSCNL(G) = {{a, b, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, c, d}}.
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4.2 Copeland

Copeland’s solution selects alternatives based on the number of other alternatives they
dominate. Define the Copeland score of an alternative x in tournament T = (V,E) as

sCO(x, T ) = |D+
T (x)|.

The set CO(T ) then consists of all alternatives that have maximal Copeland score.
For an illustrative example, consider again the partial tournament G shown in Fig-

ure 2(i). In completions of G where a (respectively b) is a Condorcet winner, a (respec-
tively b) is the sole Copeland winner as in the completion shown in Figure 2(ii). The only
two completions in which neither a nor b is a Condorcet winner are

{(a, c), (a, d), (b, a), (b, d), (c, b), (c, d)},

where the set of Copeland winners is {a, b, c}, and

{(a, c), (a, d), (b, a), (b, d), (c, b), (d, c)},

also depicted in Figure 2(iii), where the set of Copeland winners is {a, b}. Therefore,

PWCO(G) = {a, b, c},
NWCO(G) = ∅, and

PWSCO(G) = {{a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, b, c}}.

Since Copeland scores coincide with Borda scores in the case of 1-weighted tournaments,
the following is a direct corollary of the results in Section 5.1.7

Theorem 3. PWCO , NWCO , and PWSCO can all be solved in polynomial time.

From PWSCO being solvable in polynomial time, we get the following corollary, which
may be of independent interest to graph theorists.

Corollary 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm to check whether a partial tour-
nament admits a regular completion, i.e., a completion in which every alternative has the
same out-degree.

To see this, merely observe that a completion T = (V,E) of a partial tournament is
regular if and only if CO(T ) = V .

4.3 Top Cycle

The top cycle of a tournament T = (V,E), denoted by TC (T ), is the unique minimal
dominant subset of V .

Lang et al. have shown that possible and necessary winners for TC can be computed
efficiently by greedy algorithms (Lang et al., 2012, Corollaries 1 and 2). Still, we give the
following characterization that will prove useful when we come to consider the possible

7. PWCO can alternatively be solved via a polynomial-time reduction to maximum network flow (Cook et
al., 1998, p. 51).
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winning sets under TC . An alternative is a possible TC -winner if and only if it can
reach every other alternative via existing or unspecified edges. Formally, given a partial
tournament G = (V,E), an alternative x ∈ V is in PWTC (G) if and only if for every other
alternative y ∈ V , there exists a path x0, x1, x2, . . . , xk with x = x0, y = xk, and such that
(xi+1, xi) /∈ E for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. We call such a path a possible path. If a possible
path from x to y exists, we denote that by x y.

Observe that for any pair a and b of alternatives in a partial tournament G = (V,E),
if there is no possible path from a to b, then (b, a) ∈ E. The set of alternatives that can
reach every other alternative via a possible path in a partial tournament G = (V,E) is also
known as the Good set (Good, 1971) and is denoted by GO(G).8 It follows from the above
that GO(G) is polynomial-time computable. Moreover, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let G = (V,E) be a partial tournament with |V | ≥ 3, GO(G) = V , and x
and y alternatives such that (x, y), (y, x) /∈ E. Let further Gx→y = (V,E ∪ {(x, y)}) and
Gy→x = (V,E ∪ {(y, x)}). Then, GO(Gx→y) = V or GO(Gy→x) = V .

Proof. Assume for contradiction that both GO(Gx→y) and GO(Gy→x) are strict subsets
of V . Clearly, we have x ∈ GO(Gx→y) and y ∈ GO(Gy→x). Moreover, we claim that x /∈
GO(Gy→x) and y /∈ GO(Gx→y). To see why x /∈ GO(Gy→x) holds, assume for contradiction
that x ∈ GO(Gy→x). Then, there is a possible path from x to y in Gy→x. This path can
be used to “replace” the edge (x, y) (which is available for possible paths in G, but not
in Gy→x). Therefore, there is a possible path between two alternatives in Gy→x whenever
there is one in G. Since GO(G) = V , we have GO(Gy→x) = V as well, contradicting our
assumption. An analogous argument shows that y /∈ GO(Gx→y).

Having established that x ∈ GO(Gx→y) \GO(Gy→x) and y ∈ GO(Gy→x) \GO(Gx→y),
we know that there is no possible path from x to y in Gy→x, and neither is there a possible
path from y to x in Gx→y. Now consider some z ∈ V \ {x, y}. We have that either

(i) (x, z) ∈ E and (y, z) ∈ E, or

(ii) (z, x) ∈ E and (z, y) ∈ E,

as otherwise there would be either a possible path from x to y in Gy→x or a possible path
from y to x in Gx→y.

If (i), recall that we have assumed that GO(G) = V . Hence, in G there are possible
paths z  x and z  y. Observe that we may assume that either the possible path from z
to x does not contain (y, x), or the possible path from z to y does not contain (x, y). In the
former case, y, z  x is a possible path in Gx→y. In the latter case, x, z  y is a possible
path in Gy→x. Thus, either case yields a contradiction.

If (ii), GO(G) = V implies that there are possible paths x  z and y  z in G, and
we may assume that either the possible path from x to z does not contain (y, x) or the
possible path from y to z that does not contain (x, y). In the former case, there is a possible
path x z, y in Gx→y. In the latter case, there is a possible path y  z, x in Gy→x. Again,
either case leads to a contradiction. This concludes the proof.

8. Equivalently, the Good set of a partial tournament G = (V,E) is the unique minimal dominant subset
of V . The Good set is also known as the Smith set (Smith, 1973) and GETCHA (T. Schwartz, 1986).
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We are now ready to show that PWSTC can be solved efficiently. Note that we not only
have to check that there exists a completion such that the set in question is dominating,
but also that there is no smaller dominating set.

Theorem 4. PWSTC can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Let the set under consideration be X. The set X cannot be empty as TC(T ) 6= ∅
for every T ∈ [G]. If |X| = 1, then the problem PWSTC is equivalent to PWCOND . If
|X| = 2, then the answer is already ‘no’ because the top cycle is never of size two. We may
therefore assume that |X| ≥ 3.

Consider the graph GX→. If X does not dominate V \X in GX→, then X /∈ PWSTC (G)
because an alternative in V \X beats an alternative in X. Therefore, we now need to check
whether X ∈ PWSTC (G|X), i.e., whether X is a possible top cycle set in the partial
tournament G restricted to X. In essence, the problem PWSTC is reduced to the restricted
problem PWSTC for the set of all alternatives.

We prove that V ∈ PWSTC (G) if and only if GO(G) = V . Obviously, if V 6= GO(G)
then V /∈ PWSTC (G). For the other direction, we start with a partial tournament G =
(V,E) with GO(G) = V . By iteratively applying Lemma 5, new edges can successively be
added to G while maintaining GO(G) = V until G is a tournament.

As an example, we again consider the partial tournament G depicted in Figure 2(i), for
which we show that

PWTC (G) = {a, b, c, d},
NWTC (G) = ∅, and

PWSTC (G) = {{a}, {b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, c, d}}.

The result for PWTC (G) is witnessed by the completion shown in Figure 2(iii) where every
alternative is in the top cycle. For NWTC (G), the statement follows from the observa-
tion that for every alternative, there exists a completion in which another alternative is
a Condorcet winner. Regarding PWSTC (G), we consider each subset separately. Since
PWSCOND ⊆ PWSTC , we get that {a} and {b} are in PWSTC (G). For {a, b, c}, we apply
the result shown in the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4: a, b, c are undominated
by d, and the Good set of G|{a,b,c} is {a, b, c}. Likewise, the Good set of G is {a, b, c, d}.
It remains to be shown that the other subsets of size three are not in PWSTC (G). To this
end, note that the Good set of G|{a,b,d} is only {a, b} and that neither {a, c, d} nor {b, c, d}
is undominated in G.

4.4 Uncovered Set

Given a tournament T = (V,E), an alternative x ∈ V is said to cover another alternative
y ∈ V if D+

T (y) ⊆ D+
T (x), i.e., if every alternative dominated by y is also dominated by x.

The uncovered set of T , denoted UC (T ), then is the set of alternatives that are not covered
by any other alternative. A useful alternative characterization of the uncovered set is via
the two-step principle: an alternative is in the uncovered set if and only if it can reach
every other alternative in at most two steps.9 Formally, x ∈ UC (T ) if and only if for all

9. In graph theory, vertices satisfying this property are often called kings.
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y ∈ V \ {x}, either (x, y) ∈ E or there is some z ∈ V with (x, z), (z, y) ∈ E. We denote the
two-step dominion D+

E(D+
E(x)) of an alternative x by D++

E (x).
We first consider PWUC , for which we check for each alternative whether it can be

reinforced to reach every other alternative in at most two steps.

Theorem 5. PWUC can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. For a given partial tournament G = (V,E) and an alternative x ∈ V , we check
whether x is in UC (T ) for some completion T ∈ [G].

Consider the graph G′ = (V,E′′) where E′′ is derived from E as follows. First, we
let D+(x) grow as much as possible by letting E′ = Ex→. Then, we do the same for its

two-step dominion by defining E′′ as E′D
+
E′ (x)→. We claim that x ∈ PWUC (G) if and only

if V = {x} ∪D+
E′′(x) ∪D++

E′′ (x).
(⇒) First, let x ∈ PWUC (G). By definition, there is a completion (V,E∗) such that for

all y ∈ V \{x} we have y ∈ D+
E∗(x)∪D++

E∗ (x). But from the definition of E′′, it follows that
D+
E∗(x) ⊆ D+

E′′(c) and D++
E∗ (x) ⊆ D++

E′′ (x). Consequently, y is also in D+
E′′(x) ∪D++

E′′ (x).
(⇐) For the other direction, let y ∈ V \ {x}, y ∈ D+

E′′(x) ∪D++
E′′ (x). In any completion

T of G′, x is trivially in UC (T ), implying that x ∈ PWUC (G).

A similar argument yields the following.

Theorem 6. NWUC can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. For a given partial tournament G = (V,E) and an alternative x ∈ V , we check
whether x is in UC (T ) for all completions T ∈ [G].

Consider the graph G′ = (V,E′′) with E′′ defined as follows. First, let E′ = Ex←. Then,

expand it to E′′ = E′D
−
E′ (x)←. Intuitively, this makes it as hard as possible for x to beat

alternatives outside of its dominion in two steps. We claim that x ∈ NWUC (G) if and only
if V = {x} ∪D+

E′′(x) ∪D++
E′′ (x) or equivalently, if and only if for all y 6= x there is a path

of length one or two from x to y in G.
(⇒) First, let x ∈ NWUC (G). Assume for contradiction that there exists a y ∈ V \ {x}

such that y /∈ D+
E′′(x) ∪D++

E′′ (x). Then, in any completion (V,E∗) of G′, x cannot reach y
in two steps and consequently x /∈ UC (V,E∗), a contradiction.

(⇐) Now, let V \ {x} = D+
E′′(x) ∪ D++

E′′ (x). In any completion (V,E∗) of G, we
have D+

E′′(x) ⊆ D+
E∗(x) and D++

E′′ (x) ⊆ D++
E∗ (x). Consequently, x ∈ UC (V,E∗) and

x ∈ NWUC (G).
As it can be checked in polynomial time whether V = {x} ∪ D+

E′′(x) ∪ D++
E′′ (x), this

completes the proof.

Consider the partial tournament G from Figure 3(i) as an example. It can be
checked that NWUC (G) = ∅.10 For PWUC , we consider each alternative separately.
For a, we have E′ = Ea→ = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, d)}, and E′′ = E′, therefore
D+
E′′(a) = {b, c, d} and a ∈ PWUC (G). Likewise, b ∈ PWUC (G). Now, for c, we

have E′ = {(a, c), (a, d), (b, d), (c, b), (c, d)} and E′′ = {(a, c), (a, d), (b, d), (c, b), (c, d), (b, a)},
see also Figure 3(ii). This gives us D+

E′′(c) = {b, d} and D++
E′′ (c) = {a}, and there-

fore, c ∈ PWUC (G). Lastly, for d, we have E′ = {(a, c), (a, d), (b, d), (d, c)} and E′′ =

10. This is also a consequence of NWTC (G) = ∅ (Section 4.3) and NWUC ⊆ NWTC (Lemma 2).
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a b

c d

(i)

a b

c d

(ii)

a b

c d

(iii)

Figure 3: A partial unweighted tournament G and possible extensions. In the center, the
alternative c and its dominion is maximally reinforced resulting in c reaching every other
alternative in at most two steps. Therefore, c ∈ PWUC (G). On the right, the same is
done for alternative d that cannot reach a in two steps and is therefore not contained in
PWUC (G).

{(a, c), (a, d), (b, d), (d, c), (c, b)} as depicted in Figure 3(iii). This gives us D+
E′′(d) = {c}

and D++
E′′ (d) = {b}, implying that d /∈ PWUC (G). In summary,

PWUC [G] = {a, b, c},
NWUC (G) = ∅, and

PWSUC (G) = {{a}, {b}, {a, b, c}},

where PWSUC (G) is obtained by an ad hoc argument.
For all solution concepts considered so far—Condorcet winners, Condorcet non-losers,

Copeland, and the top cycle—PW and PWS have the same complexity. One might wonder
whether a result like this holds more generally, and whether there could be a polynomial-
time reduction from PWS to PW. In the following we find that this is not the case, unless
P=NP, and show that PWSUC , the problem of deciding whether a subset of alternatives of
a partial tournament G is the uncovered set of some completion of G, is NP-complete. The
proof of this result proceeds by a reduction of Sat and involves the construction of partial
tournaments on the basis of formulas in conjunctive normal form. For each propositional
variable p and every clause c, there is a gadget that is based on the partial tournament Gp
depicted in Figure 4(i).

It is not hard to see that there are exactly two completions of Gp with {p−, p+, 1}
as the uncovered set. The first, T+ or positive completion, is depicted in Figure 4(ii)
and the other, T− or negative completion, in Figure 4(iii). To verify that there are no
other ones, consider an arbitrary completion (V,E′) of Gp. Then, either (p−, p+) ∈ E′

or (p+, p−) ∈ E′. In the former case, observe that p− must be covered by 1. Hence,
(1, p−) ∈ E′ and (c, p−) ∈ E′. It now follows that c is covered by p+. Therefore, also
(p+, 1) ∈ E′ and (p+, c) ∈ E′. This entails that p− covers p+ and, with (p+, p+) ∈ E′ we
finally obtain (p−, p+) ∈ E′. The resulting tournament is T+. By an analogous argument
it can be seen that T− results if we assume that (p−, p+) ∈ E′. In the construction below,
the positive completion T+ will correspond to setting propositional variable p to true and
the negative completion T− to setting p to false.

Besides c, the construction also involves an alternative c for each clause. How c is related
to the other alternatives in Gp depends on whether the respective clause contains p or p̄ as
a literal. As we may assume that no clause contains both p and p̄, three cases remain, which
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p− p+ c

1p+p−

(i) variable gadget for variable p

p− p+ c

1p+p−

(ii) completion T+ for p set to true

p− p+ c

1p+p−

(iii) completion T− for p set to false

Figure 4: The partial tournament Gp and its only two completions, T+ and T−, for which
the uncovered set is given by {p−, p+, 1}. Dotted edges are missing and omitted edges point
downwards.

p− p+ c

c

1p+p−

(i) c contains p but not p̄

p− p+ c

c

1p+p−

(ii) c contains p̄ but not p

p− p+ c

c

1p+p−

(iii) c contains neither p nor p̄

Figure 5: The Gp-gadget with alternative c added. As in Figure 4, dotted edges are missing
and omitted edges point downwards.

are depicted in Figure 5. Some reflection reveals that if a clause contains p as a positive
literal, c will be covered by p+ if the partial tournament is completed positively, but not
by p− if it is completed negatively. Similarly, if the clause contains p̄ as a negative literal, c
will be covered by p− if Gp is completed negatively, but not by p+ if Gp is completed
positively. If c contains neither p nor p̄ as a literal, c will not be covered by either p+ or p−

irrespective of whether Gp is completed positively or negatively.
In the construction below, for every clause, alternative c will be covered if and only if

the clause contains a literal p and the Gp-gadget is completed positively or a literal q̄ and
the Gq-gadget is completed negatively.

Theorem 7. PWSUC is NP-complete.

Proof. Given a partial tournament G = (V,E), a set X ⊆ V , and a completion T ∈ [G],
it can be checked in polynomial time whether X = UC (T ). Hence, PWSUC is obviously
in NP.

NP-hardness is shown by a reduction from Sat. Let ϕ be a formula in conjunctive
normal form. Without loss of generality we may assume that no clause contains both a
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literal and its negation, that there are at least two clauses, and that every literal occurs in
at least one clause. We construct a partial tournament Gϕ = (Vϕ, Eϕ) as follows. For each
propositional variable p we introduce five alternatives denoted p, p−, p+, p−, and p+. For
each clause c, we introduce two alternatives denoted c and c. We also have two auxiliary
alternatives denoted by 1 and 0. Thus,

Vϕ = {p, p−, p+, p−, p+ : p is a variable} ∪ {c, c : c is a clause} ∪ {1, 0}.

We now give a description of the edge set Eϕ. For every propositional variable p and
every clause c the alternatives p−, p+, p−, p+, 1, c, and c are organized as in Figure 5. The
remaining edges are set in such a way as to make the construction work properly. Formally,
define the edge set Eϕ such that for every propositional variable p and every clause c:

• p dominates d and d for every clause d as well as q−, q+, q−, q+ for every q 6= p;

• p+ dominates 0, p, and p− along with q−, q+, and d for all q 6= p and all clauses d.
Moreover, for every clause d, alternative p+ dominates alternative d if and only if p
occurs as a literal in clause d;

• p− dominates 0, p, and p+ along with q−, q+, and d for all q 6= p and all clauses d.
Moreover, for every clause d, alternative p− dominates alternative d if and only if p̄
occurs as a literal in clause d;

• p+ dominates 0, p, and p+;

• p− dominates 0, p, and p−;

• c dominates 0, q−, and q+ for every variable q, and d for every clause d 6= c. Moreover,
for very variable q, alternative c dominates q+ whenever c does not contain q as a literal,
and q− if c does not contain q̄ as a literal;

• c dominates 0, c, and 1;

• 1 dominates 0 as well as q, q−, and q+ for all variables q, and d for all clauses d;

• 0 dominates alternative q for every variable q, otherwise 0 is dominated by all other
alternatives.

Moreover, for every variable p, the edges among p−, p+, and 1 are missing as well as those
between p−, p+, and d for every clause d. Finally, any edges not specified in the above
description can be set arbitrarily. For an example of this construction the reader is referred
to Figure 6.

Now let

X = {p, p−, p+ : p a propositional variable} ∪ {c : c a clause} ∪ {1}.

Table 2 summarizes which alternatives can reach which other alternatives in at most two
steps in Gϕ. We thus find that, for every completion T of Gϕ, the set X is contained
in UC (T ) and that 0 is covered by 1. For propositional variables p and clauses c, the al-
ternatives p−, p+, and c can only be covered by alternatives from {p−, p+, 1}, i.e., whether
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pq̄

pq̄

p̄r

p̄r

p−

p−

p+

p+

p

q−

q−

q+

q+

q

1

0

Figure 6: Part of the dominance relation of the partial tournament Gϕ associated with the
CNF formula ϕ = (p∨ q̄)∧(p̄∨r). The alternatives pq̄ and p̄r represent the two clauses of ϕ.
The part involving variable r, i.e., the alternatives r, r−, r+, r−, and r+, has been omitted.
The dashed edges are dependent on the clauses of ϕ. Omitted edges point downwards or,
when on the same level, in an arbitrary direction. Dotted edges are missing.

they are covered only depends on how the subtournament on {p−, p+, 1, p−, p+, c} is com-
pleted. As we saw in the discussion preceding this theorem, this can be done ‘positively’
or ‘negatively’, where a positive completion corresponds to setting variable p to true and a
negative completion to setting p to false. We complete the proof by showing that

X = UC (T ) for some T ∈ [Gϕ] if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.

(⇐) First assume that ϕ is satisfiable and let v be the satisfying assignment for ϕ. For
each propositional variable p that v sets to true and each clause c, we complete the subtour-
nament on {p−, p+, 1, p−, p+, c} positively, i.e., we add edges (p−, p+), (p+, 1), and (1, p−)
as well as (p−, p+), (p+, c), and (c, p−). Thus, p− is covered by 1, p+ by p−, and, provided
that p occurs as a literal in c, c also by p+. Similarly, for each propositional variable q that v
sets to false and each clause c, we complete the subtournament on {p−, p+, 1, p−, p+, c} neg-
atively, i.e., we add edges (1, q+), (q+, q−), and (q−, 1) as well as (c, q+), (q+, q−), and
(q−, c). Accordingly, q− is covered by q+, q+ by 1, and, provided that q̄ occurs as a literal
in c, c also by q−. Observe that this procedure induces a well-defined completion of Gϕ,
which we denote by Tv. As v satisfies ϕ, every clause contains a literal p such that v sets p to
true or a literal q̄ such that v sets q to false. It follows that for every clause c, alternative c
is covered in Tv. Observe that p− and p+ are covered in Tv irrespective of whether v sets p
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p q p− p+ 1 q− q+ c d p− p+ c d q− q+ 0

p · q− c[p] c[p̄] c · · · · c c · · · · c
p− · 0 · p+ c p p p p c[p̄] · · · · · ·
p+ · 0 p− · c p p p p · c[p] · · · · ·
1 · · p− p+ · q− q+ · · · · p p · · ·
c[p] 0 0 · p+ d · · · d · · p− · · · ·
c[p̄] 0 0 p− · d · · · d · · p+ · · · ·

p− · 0 · � � p p p p · p− p p p p ·
p+ · 0 � · � p p p p p+ · p p p p ·
c[p] 0 0 c � · c c 1 1 1 1 · c 1 1 ·
c[p̄] 0 0 � c · c c 1 1 1 1 · c 1 1 ·
0 · · q q − p p p p q q p p p p ·

Table 2: Table summarizing which types of alternatives reach which other types of alterna-
tives in one or two steps in (all completions of) the partial tournament Gϕ. We assume p
and q to be distinct variables such that neither q nor q̄ occurs as a literal in c. Furthermore, c
and d are assumed to be distinct clauses, where c[p] denotes clause c on the understanding
that p occurs as a literal in c. Similarly, c[p̄] denotes clause c on the understanding that p̄
occurs as a literal in c. An alternative x in the entry for row r and column c means that r
can reach c via x. If the entry is a dot (“·”), r can reach c directly, i.e., in one or zero
steps. A box (“�”) signifies that it depends on how Gϕ is being completed whether and
via which alternative r can reach c. The minus (“−”) in the entry for 0 and 1 means that 0
cannot reach 1 in at most two steps, no matter how Gϕ is completed. Thus, 0 is covered
by 1 in every completion of Gϕ. We may assume that no clause contains both a literal and
its negation, that there are at least two clauses, and that every literal occurs in at least one
clause.

to true or false. Hence, c, p+, p− /∈ UC (Tv). Recalling that 1 covers 0 and X ⊆ UC (T ) for
all completions T of Gϕ, we may conclude that UC (Tv) = X, as desired.

(⇒) For the opposite direction, assume that there is some completion T of Gϕ such
that for every propositional variable p and for every clause c, alternatives p−, p+, and c
are covered in T , i.e., such that UC (T ) = X. Define assignment vT such that it sets
propositional variable p to true if there is some clause c containing p as a literal such
that p+ covers c in T and sets p to false, otherwise. Observe that vT is a well-defined
assignment.

We now show that vT satisfies every clause in ϕ and hence ϕ itself as well. To this end
consider an arbitrary clause c. By assumption, c is covered by some alternative x. Recall
that c reaches all alternatives in at most two steps except alternatives p+ such that p occurs
as a literal in c and alternatives q− such that q̄ occurs as a literal in c (also see Table 2).
Hence, either x = p+ for some variable p occurring as a literal in c or x = q− for some
variable q such that q̄ occurs as a literal in c.

If the former, vT sets p to true and consequently also satisfies clause c. If the latter, we
have to demonstrate that vT sets q to false and in that way satisfies clause c. It suffices to
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q− q+ c d

q+ 1q−

1

6

3

4

5

2

Figure 7: Illustration of the concluding argument of the proof of Theorem 7. A double
edge from alternative x to alternative y indicates that x covers y. The numbers some of the
edges are labelled with correspond to the order in which their existence is demonstrated in
the proof of Theorem 7.

show that there is no clause d such that q+ covers d in T . To this end, consider an arbitrary
clause d. We prove that q+ does not cover d and refer to Figure 7 for an illustration of our
reasoning. Let ET denote the edge set of T . As T extends Gϕ, obviously Eϕ ⊆ ET . First
recall that we have assumed that q− covers c in T . As (c, 1) ∈ Eϕ, then also (q−, 1) ∈ ET .
Since (q−, q−) ∈ Eϕ, it can therefore not be the case that 1 covers q− in T . Reaching every
other alternative in at most two steps in Gϕ, alternative q− must therefore be covered by q+

in T . As (q−, q−) ∈ Eϕ, it now follows that (q+, q−) ∈ ET . Since, moreover, (q+, q+) ∈ Eϕ,
we also have that q− does not cover q+ in T . Rather, q+ reaches every alternative except 1
in at most two steps in T . It follows that q+ is covered by 1. Moreover, since (q+, q+) ∈ Eϕ,
also (1, q+) ∈ ET . Now consider alternative d and observe that, by construction, (d, 1) ∈ Eϕ.
Thus, d can reach q+ in two steps and we may conclude that q+ does not cover d in T . It
follows that vT sets q to false and thus satisfies c, as desired.

5. Weighted Tournament Solutions

We now turn to weighted tournaments, and in particular consider the solution concepts
Borda, maximin, and ranked pairs.

5.1 Borda

The Borda solution (BO) is typically used in a voting context with a set N of n voters,
where each voter i is equipped with a linear ranking �i as its individual preference. Then,
each alternative receives |V | − 1 points for each time it is ranked first by a voter, |V | − 2
points for each time it is ranked second, and so forth. The total number of points of an
alternative x constitute its Borda score sBO(x, (�i)i∈N ) which can be written as

sBO(x, (�i)i∈N ) =
∑
i∈N
|{y ∈ V : x �i y}|.
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More generally, the Borda solution can be extended to n-weighted tournaments where the
Borda scores are defined as

sBO(x, (V,w)) =
∑

y∈V \{x}

w(x, y)

and BO(V,w) again chooses those alternatives with maximum Borda score. This subsumes
the voting setting because

sBO(x, (�i)i∈N ) =
∑
y∈V
|{i ∈ N : x �i y}| = sBO(x, (V,w))

if the weight on the edge from x to y is defined to be the number of voters who rank x
higher than y, i.e.,

w(x, y) = |{i ∈ N : x �i y}|.

Before we proceed, we define the notion of a b-matching, which will be used in the proofs
of several of our results in this section. Let H = (VH , EH) be an undirected graph with
vertex capacities b : VH → N0. Then, a b-matching of H is a function m : EH → N0 such
that for all v ∈ VH , ∑

e∈{e′∈EH :v∈e′}

m(e) ≤ b(v).

The size of b-matching m is defined as
∑

e∈EH
m(e). It is easy to see that if b(v) = 1

for all v ∈ VH , then a maximum-size b-matching is equivalent to a maximum-cardinality
matching. In a b-matching problem with upper and lower bounds, there further is a function
a : VH → N0. A feasible b-matching then is a function m : EH → N0 such that

a(v) ≤
∑

e∈{e′∈EH :v∈e′}

m(e) ≤ b(v).

If H is bipartite, then the problem of computing a maximum-size feasible b-matching
with lower and upper bounds can be solved in strongly polynomial time (Schrijver, 2003,
ch. 21). We will use this result to show that PWBO and PWSBO can both be solved in
polynomial time. While the following result for PWBO can also be shown using Theorem 6.1
of Kern and Paulusma (2004), we still give a direct proof that will then be extended to
PWSBO .

Theorem 8. PWBO can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Observe that BO satisfies the following (weak) monotonicity property: making a
winner x stronger by increasing weight on an edge to another alternative, cannot make x a
losing alternative.

Let G = (V,w) be a partial n-weighted tournament, x ∈ V . By the previous observation,
x ∈ PWBO(G) if and only if x ∈ PWBO(Gx→). Therefore, we can assume w.l.o.g that
G = Gx→, i.e., all edges incident to x are completely specified already. Moreover, if there
exists a y ∈ V \ {x} such that sBO(y,Gx→) > sBO(x,Gx→), then we already know that
x /∈ PWBO(G). We thus assume that sBO(y,Gx→) ≤ sBO(x,Gx→) for all y ∈ V \ {x}.
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We give a polynomial-time algorithm for checking whether x ∈ PWBO(Gx→) via a
reduction to the problem of computing a maximum-size b-matching of a bipartite graph.

Let s∗ = sBO(x,Gx→) be the Borda score of x in Gx→. We construct a bipartite graph
H = (VH , EH) with vertices

VH = V \ {x} ∪ Ex, where

Ex = {{i, j} ⊆ V \ {x} : i 6= j}

and edges

EH = {{i, {i, j}} : {i, j} ⊆ V \ {x}, i 6= j}.

We further define vertex capacities b : VH → N0 such that

b({i, j}) = n− w(i, j)− w(j, i) for {i, j} ∈ Ex and

b(v) = s∗ − sBO(v,Gx→) for v ∈ V \ {x}.

Now observe that in any completion T = (V,w′) ∈ [Gx→], w′(i, j) + w′(j, i) = n for all
i, j ∈ V with i 6= j. The sum of the Borda scores in T is therefore n|V |(|V | − 1)/2. Some
of the weight has already been used up in Gx→; the weight which has not yet been used up
is equal to

α = n|V |(|V | − 1)/2−
∑
v∈V

sBO(v,Gx→).

We claim that x ∈ PWBO(Gx→) if and only if H has a b-matching of size at least α.

(⇒) Let T = (V,w′) ∈ [Gx→] be a completion with x ∈ BO(T ). Consider the b-
matching m with m(i, {i, j}) = w′(i, j)−w(i, j). We verify that m is a feasible b-matching.
Let v ∈ VH . If v ∈ V \ {x}, we have that∑

e∈{e′∈EH :v∈e′}

m(e) = sBO(v, T )− sBO(v,Gx→) ≤ s∗ − sBO(v,Gx→) = b(v).

Otherwise, v = {i, j} ∈ Ex and∑
e∈{e′∈EH :{i,j}∈e′}

m(e) = m({i, {i, j}}) +m({j, {i, j}}) = n− w(i, j)− w(j, i) = b({i, j}).

As the size of m is∑
e∈EH

m(e) =
∑
i 6=j

(
w′(i, j) + w′(j, i)− w(i, j)− w(j, i)

)
=
∑
i 6=j

n−
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V \{i}

w(i, j) = α,

the statement is shown.

(⇐) For the other direction, assume that a feasible b-matching of size at least α exists.
We construct a completion T = (V,w′) ∈ [Gx→] with x ∈ BO(T ). Let

w′(i, j) = m(i, {i, j}) + w(i, j) for all {i, j} ⊆ V \ {x},
w′(x, i) = w(x, i), and w′(i, x) = w(i, x) for i ∈ V \ {x}.
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As w(i, j) ≤ w′(i, j) and w′(i, j)+w′(j, i) ≤ w(i, j)+w(j, i)+b({i, j}) = n for all {i, j} ⊆ V ,
T is an extension of Gx→. From

α =
∑
{i,j}Ex

b({i, j}) ≥
∑
e∈EH

m(e) =
∑
i 6=j
≥ α,

we know that the upper capacities b({i, j}) of all {i, j} ∈ Ex are exactly met by m (and
that there cannot be a matching with size more than α). This implies that

w′(i, j) + w′(j, i) = w(i, j) + w(j, i) + b({i, j}) = n,

showing that T is indeed a completion of Gx→.
Since H can be constructed efficiently, and since a maximum-size b-matching can be

computed in strongly polynomial time, our algorithm runs in polynomial time.
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(i) A partial 5-weighted tournament G.
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(ii) The partial tournament Gc→.
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(iii) The constructed bipartite
graph H for target Borda score
s∗ = sBO(c,Gc→) = 8. Capacities
are given next to the vertices. Thick
edges with weights indicate the unique
maximum b-matching.
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(iv) The completion T of G that corre-
sponds to the maximum b-matching. In
this case, BO(T ) = {a, b, c}.

Figure 8: Illustration of the algorithm for checking whether an alternative c is contained in
PWBO(G) for a partial 5-weighted tournament G.

Figure 8 illustrates the described steps for determining whether an alternative is con-
tained in PWBO(G).

This idea can be extended to a polynomial-time algorithm for PWSBO where we use
a similar construction for a given G = (V,w), a candidate set X ⊆ V and a target Borda
score s∗. Binary search can be used to efficiently search the interval of possible target scores.
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Theorem 9. PWSBO can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G = (V,w) be a partial n-weighted tournament, and X ⊆ V . We give a
polynomial-time algorithm for checking whether X ∈ PWSBO(G), via a bisection method
and a reduction to the problem of computing a maximum b-matching of a graph with lower
and upper bounds.

Assume that there is a target Borda score s∗ and a completion T ∈ [G] with X ∈
PWSBO(T ) and sBO(x, T ) = s∗ for all x ∈ X. Then, the maximum possible Borda score of
an alternative not in X is s∗ − 1.

For a given target Borda score s∗, we construct a bipartite graph H = (VH , EH) with
vertices VH = V ∪ Ex, where

Ex = {{i, j} ⊆ V : i 6= j},

and edges
EH = {{i, {i, j}} : {i, j} ⊆ V, i 6= j, w(i, j) + w(j, i) < n}.

Only the lower bounds as∗ : VH → N0 and upper bounds bs∗ : VH → N0 depend on s∗ and
are defined as follows. For vertices x ∈ X, lower and upper bounds coincide and are given
by

as∗(x) = bs∗(x) = s∗ − sBO(x,G).

All other vertices v ∈ VH \ X have a lower bound of as∗(v) = 0. Upper bounds for these
vertices are defined such that

bs∗(v) = s∗ − sBO(v,G)− 1

for v ∈ V \X, and
bs∗({i, j}) = n− w(i, j)− w(j, i)

for {i, j} ∈ Ex.
As in the proof of Theorem 8, it holds that a feasible b-matching in H corresponds to

an extension of G. Such an extension is a completion T ∈ [G] if and only if the b-matching
has size

α = n|V |(|V | − 1)/2−
∑
v∈V

sBO(v,G),

which equals the weight not yet used up in G. Then, T satisfies X ∈ PWSBO(T ) and
sBO(x, T ) = s∗ for all x ∈ X. If, on the other hand, no s∗ gives rise to a graph that has a
b-matching of size α, then X 6∈ PWSBO(G).

In order to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm, we need to check whether there exists a
target score s∗ for which the corresponding graph H with upper and lower bounds admits a
b-matching of size α. It is easily verified that any such s∗ is contained in the integer interval

I = [ max
x∈X

sBO(x,G), n(|V | − 1) ].

Observe that |I| depends on n and thus is not polynomially bounded in the size of G.
Checking every integer s ∈ I is therefore not feasible in polynomial time. However, we now
show that we can perform binary search in order to find s∗ efficiently. We need the following
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two observations about the interval I. For s ∈ I, we say that s admits a feasible b-matching
if the corresponding graph H has a feasible b-matching.

First, if an s′ ∈ I admits a feasible b-matching, then every s′′ ∈ I with s′′ ≤ s′ also
admits a feasible b-matching. This is because removing all weight from edges that exceeds
the (reduced) upper bounds gives a feasible b-matching for s′′.

Second, with s′ as before and α′ the size of the corresponding maximum feasible b-
matching m′, there cannot be an s′′ ∈ I with s′′ ≥ s′ such that the size α′′ of a maximum
feasible b-matching m′′ for s′′ is smaller than α′. This is because either (i) no such m′′ exists
since not all lower bounds can be met, or (ii) such an m′′ exists and its size is at least α′.
To see the latter, note that a decrease in the size of a maximum feasible matching cannot be
caused by upper bounds as bs′′(v) ≥ bs′(v) for all v ∈ VH . It remains to be shown that the
increase in as′′(v) for v ∈ X does not result in a smaller maximum b-matching. Since the
weight of all edges incident to a vertex in X in the b-matching is completely determined by
the bounds and increases from m′ to m′′, a total decrease in size can only be due to edges
{j, {i, j}} with i ∈ V \X, j ∈ V whose weight is bounded by bs′′({i, j})−m′′(i, {i, j}). But
then,

m′′(i, {i, j}) +m′′(j, {i, j}) = bs′′({i, j}) ≥ bs′({i, j}) ≥ m′(i, {i, j}) +m′(j, {i, j})

and therefore α′′ ≥ α′.
These two observations show that I can be partitioned into two non-overlapping integer

intervals I1 and I2. Here, each s ∈ I1 admits a feasible b-matching whose size increases
when s grows, whereas each s ∈ I2 does not admit a feasible b-matchings. Therefore, either
I1 is empty and the desired s∗ does not exist, or s∗ = max(I1).

We can check the existence of s∗ with the following binary search algorithm. Let
[Imin, Imax] be an interval that is initialized to I = [maxx∈X sBO(x,G), n(|V |−1)]. Consider
the median value s of this interval. If the corresponding graph H has no feasible b-matching,
continue with the interval [Imin, s− 1]. Otherwise, if the maximum feasible b-matching has
size at least α, return “yes”. If its size is less than α, continue with [s+1, Imax]. If [Imin, Imax]
is empty, return “no.”

The number of queries of this algorithm is bounded by dlog2 |I|e ≤ dlog2 n|V |e and,
therefore, polynomial in the size of G.

To conclude this section, we show that NWBO can be solved in polynomial time as well.
It is worth noting that this result does not follow directly from the polynomial-time result
for NWBO for the case of preference profiles (Xia & Conitzer, 2011).

Theorem 10. NWBO can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G = (V,w) be a partial weighted tournament, x ∈ V . We give a polynomial-time
algorithm for checking whether x ∈ NWBO(G).

Let Ĝ = Gx←. We want to check whether some other alternative y ∈ V \ {x} can
achieve a Borda score of more than s∗ = sBO(x, Ĝ). This can be done separately for each
y ∈ V \ {x} by reinforcing it as much as possible in Ĝ. If for some y, sBO(y, Ĝy→) > s∗,
then x /∈ NWBO(G). If, on the other hand, sBO(y, Ĝy→) ≤ s∗ for all y ∈ V \ {x}, then
x ∈ NWBO(G).
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As an example, consider the partial 5-weighted tournament G in Figure 8(i). The fact
that {a, b, c} ⊆ PWBO(G) follows already from the completion shown in Figure 8(iv). Also
note that this was the only completion in which c was chosen. Alternative d is not a possible
Borda winner since sBO(d,Gd→) = 7 < 8 = sBO(a,G). To determine PWSBO(G), we still
have to check which subsets of {a, b, c} are possible winning sets. For singletons, it is easy
to see that only {a} and {b} are in PWSBO(G). For {a, b}, we could employ the binary
search method described in Theorem 9. Here, we just argue that moving one unit of weight
from (c, d) to (d, c) in the completion shown in Figure 8(iv) gives a completion in which
{a, b} is the winning set. For NWBO(G), it is straightforward to check that no alternative
is a necessary Borda winner. Altogether, we have that

PWBO(G) = {a, b, c},
NWBO(G) = ∅, and

PWSBO(G) = {{a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, b, c}}.

5.2 Maximin

The maximin score sMM (x, T ) of an alternative x in a weighted tournament T = (V,w), is
given by its worst pairwise comparison, i.e., sMM (x, T ) = miny∈V \{x}w(x, y). The maxi-
min solution, also known as Simpson’s method and denoted by MM , returns the set of all
alternatives with the highest maximin score.

As an example, consider the partial 5-weighted tournament depicted in Figure 9(i). It is
easy to see that a (or b) are the unique maximin winners in all completions of Ga→ (or Gb→).
Also, c cannot be a possible maximin winner as it will always have a maximin score of 0
whereas a always has at least 1. Similarly, alternative d can never have a higher maximin
score than a. Figure 9(iii) shows a completion in which {a, d} is the set of maximin winners.
If one unit of weight is shifted from (c, b) to (b, c), the resulting completion has {a, b, d} as
the maximin winners. It is also straightforward to find a completion of G{a,b}→ with {a, b}
as the set of maximin winners. It is easy to verify that no alternative is a necessary maximin
winner.

Together, this gives

PWMM (G) = {a, b, d},
NWMM (G) = ∅, and

PWSMM (G) = {{a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, d}, {a, b, d}}.

We first show that PWMM is polynomial-time solvable by reducing it to the problem of
finding a maximum-cardinality matching of a graph.

Theorem 11. PWMM can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. We show how to check whether x ∈ PWMM (G) for a partial n-weighted tournament
G = (V,w). Consider the graph Gx→ = (V,wx→). Then, sMM (x,Gx→) is the best possible
maximin score x can get among all completions of G. If sMM (x,Gx→) ≥ n

2 , then we have
sMM (y, T ) ≤ wx→(y, x) ≤ n

2 for every y ∈ V \ {x} and every completion T ∈ [Gx→], and
therefore x ∈ PWMM (G).
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(ii) The constructed bipartite
graph Hs∗ for s∗ = 1 and X = {a, d}
as in the proof of Theorem 12. A
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(iii) A completion T of G that could
be obtained from the matching. Indeed,
MM (T ) = {a, d} with sMM (T ) = 1.
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(iv) This completion T of G is a witness
for {a, b} ∈ PWSMM (G).

Figure 9: Example of a 5-weighted partial tournament and completions relevant for possible
maximin winners.

Now consider sMM (x,Gx→) < n
2 . We will reduce the problem of checking whether x ∈

PWMM (G) to that of finding a maximum-cardinality matching of an undirected unweighted
graph, which is known to be solvable in polynomial time (Edmonds, 1965). We want to
find a completion T ∈ [Gx→] such that sMM (x, T ) ≥ sMM (y, T ) for all y ∈ V \ {x}. In
other words, we want to complete the weights on edges between alternatives in V \ {x} in
such a balanced way so that x is still a winner. If there exists a y ∈ V \ {x} such that
sMM (y,Gx→) > sMM (x,Gx→), then we already know that x /∈ PWMM (G). Otherwise,
each y ∈ V \ {x} derives its maximin score from at least one particular edge (y, z) where
z ∈ V \ {x, y} and w(y, z) ≤ sMM (x,Gx→). Moreover, it is clear that in any completion, y
and z cannot both achieve a maximin score of less than sMM (x,Gx→) from edges (y, z) and
(z, y) at the same time. Let H = (VH , EH) be an undirected and unweighted graph with
vertices

VH = V \ {x} ∪ {{i, j} ⊆ V : i 6= j}

and edges

EH = {{i, {i, j}} : i ∈ V \ {x}, j ∈ V \ {i}, wx→(i, j) ≤ sMM (x,Gx→)}.

In this way, if i is matched to {i, j} in H, then i derives a maximin score of less than or
equal to sMM (x,Gx→) from his comparison with j. Clearly, the size of H is polynomial
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in the size of G. We show that x ∈ PWMM (G) if and only if there exists a matching of
cardinality |V | − 1 in H.

(⇒) First, assume that x ∈ PWMM (G). Then there exists a completion T = (V,w′)
of Gx→ in which the maximin score of each y ∈ V \ {x} is at most sMM (x,Gx→) < n

2 .
If alternative i derives its maximin score from a comparison with j 6= i ∈ V \ {x}, i.e.,
sMM (i, T ) = w′(i, j), then j cannot derive its maximin score from a comparison with i
because w′(j, i) ≥ n− sMM (x,Gx→) implies w′(j, i) > n

2 . Therefore, in H, each i ∈ VH ∩ V
can be matched to a vertex {i, j} ∈ VH such that {i, j} is not matched to any other vertex
in VH . The resulting matching in H has cardinality |V | − 1.

(⇐) Now, assume that there exists a matching M of cardinality |V | − 1 in H. Then,
each i ∈ V \ {x} has to be matched to an {i, j} where w(i, j) ≤ sMM (x,Gx→). Consider a
completion T = (V,w′) ∈ [Gx→] in which for all (i, j) ∈ V ×V such that {i, {i, j}} ∈M , we
set w′(i, j) = w(i, j) and w′(j, i) = n−w(i, j). Moreover, the weights of all other edges in T
are set by any arbitrary completion of edges in Gx→. Clearly, T is a proper completion of
Gx→ and therefore of G. In T , the maximin score of each y ∈ V \ {x} is less than or equal
to the maximin score of x. Therefore x ∈ MM (T ) which implies that x ∈ PWMM (G).

Next, we show that PWSMM can be solved in polynomial time. The proof proceeds
by identifying the maximin values that could potentially be achieved simultaneously by
all elements of the set in question, and solving the problem for each of these values using
similar techniques as in the proof of Theorem 11. Only a polynomially bounded number of
problems need to be considered.

Theorem 12. PWSMM can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G = (V,w) be a partial n-weighted tournament and X ⊆ V . We give a
polynomial-time algorithm for checking whether X ∈ PWSMM (G).

If X ∈ PWSMM (G) there must be a completion T ∈ [G] and s∗ ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that
sMM (x, T ) = s∗ for all x ∈ X and sMM (i, T ) < s∗ for all y ∈ V \X.

First, we note that if s∗ > n − w(j, i) for some i ∈ X, j ∈ V or s∗ ≤ w(i, j) for some
i /∈ X, j ∈ V , then X 6∈ PWSMM (G). Therefore, we assume that

n− w(j, i) ≥ s∗ for all i ∈ X, j ∈ V and

w(i, j) < s∗ for all i /∈ X, j ∈ V.

We treat the cases s∗ > n
2 , s
∗ = n

2 , and s∗ < n
2 separately.

Case 1: s∗ > n
2 . Then, X ∈ PWSMM only if X is a singleton, and for each x ∈ V ,

whether {x} ∈ PWSMM with maximin score s∗ can be checked easily.

Case 2: s∗ = n
2 . With the assumptions above, we can define G′ = (V,w′) as an extension

of GX→ with w′(i, j) = w′(j, i) = n
2 = s∗ for all i, j ∈ X. Note that in every completion T

of G′, sMM (i, T ) = s∗ for all i ∈ X and that X ∈ PWSMM (G) with maximin score n
2 in the

corresponding completion if and only if X ∈ PWSMM (G′) with the same maximin score in
the respective completion.
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In addition, we need to check whether alternatives not in X can be forced to have a
strictly smaller maximin score than n

2 . To this end, construct an unweighted undirected
bipartite graph H = (VH , EH) with vertices

VH = V ∪ {{i, j} ⊆ V : i 6= j}

and edges
EH = {{i, {i, j}} : i ∈ V \X, j ∈ V \ {i}, w(i, j) < s∗}.

We claim that X ∈ PWSMM (G′) with a maximin score of s∗ = n
2 in the corresponding

completion if and only if there is a maximum-cardinality matching of size |V \X| in H.
(⇒) Let T = (V,w′′) a completion of G′ (and thereby of G) in which X is the set of

maximin winners with sMM (i, T ) = s∗ = n
2 for all i ∈ X. For each i /∈ X, there needs to

be a j 6= i with w′′(i, j) < s∗. Collecting {i, {i, j}} for each such pair gives a matching of
size |V \X| in H which is maximum since each vertex on one side of the bipartite graph is
contained in it.

(⇐) For the other direction, assume that there is a maximum matching of size |V \X|.
We construct a completion T = (V,w′′) of G′ such that X is the set of maximin winners.
Note that every i ∈ (VH ∩V ) \X has to be contained in an edge {i, {i, j}} in the matching.
For each such edge, let w′′(i, j) = w′(i, j) < s∗ and w′′(j, i) = n − w′′(i, j), implying that
sMM (i, T ) < s∗. Otherwise, T is an arbitrary completion of G.

Together, we have that sMM (i, T ) = s∗ for all i ∈ X and sMM (i, T ) < s∗ for all i /∈ X.
Figure 10 illustrates the procedure for a 2-weighted tournament and the set X = {a}.

Case 3: s∗ < n
2 . For a given s∗, we construct an undirected unweighted bipartite

graph Hs∗ = (VH , E
s∗
H ). Let VH be as before and

Es
∗
H =

⋃
i∈X
j 6=i

{{i, {i, j}} : w(i, j) ≤ s∗ ≤ n− w(j, i)} ∪
⋃
i∈V
j 6=i

{{i, {i, j}} : w(i, j) ≤ s∗ − 1}.

We claim that X is in PWSMM (G) with a maximin score of s∗ in the corresponding
completion if and only if there is a maximum-cardinality matching of size |V | in Hs∗ .

(⇒) Let T = (V,w′) a completion of G in which X is the set of maximin winners with
the maximum maximin score s∗. For every vertex i ∈ V , there has to be an j 6= i such that
w′(i, j) accounts for the maximin score of i. Also, since s∗ < n

2 , it cannot be the case that j
also derives its maximin score from w′(j, i). Therefore, the set of all such pairs {i, {i, j}} is
a valid matching of size |V |. It is obviously maximal.

(⇐) For the other direction, assume that there is a maximum matching of size |V |. Note
that every i ∈ (VH ∩ V ) is matched and define j(i) ∈ V such that the edge {i, {i, j(i)} is
contained in the matching. We construct a completion T = (V,w′) in which X is the set of
maximin winners. To this end, define

w′(i, j(i)) = s∗ and w′(j(i), i) = n− s∗ for i ∈ X, and

w′(i, j(i)) = s∗ − 1 and w′(j(i), i) = n− (s∗ − 1) for i ∈ V \X.

As long as there are unspecified edges (i, j) in the completion, define

w′(i, j) = max{w(i, j), s∗} and w′(j, i) = n− w(i, j) if i ∈ X, j ∈ V , and

w′(i, j) = max{w(i, j), s∗ − 1} and w′(j, i) = n− w(i, j) otherwise.
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Note that T is a proper completion of G. Now, we have sMM (i, T ) = s∗ for all i ∈ X and
sMM (i, T ) < s∗ for all i /∈ X. This completes Case 3.

It remains to be shown that only a limited number of possible s∗ (and thereby Hs∗) have
to be considered. In contrast to the proof of Theorem 9, we cannot employ a binary search
method since there is no clear cut between a feasible and an infeasible integer interval.
However, we can see that when s∗ is gradually incremented from 0 to n

2 − 1, whether an
edge {i, {i, j}} is contained in Es

∗
H or not changes at most twice due to the definition of

Es
∗
H . This partitions the integer interval I = [0, n2 − 1] of possible s∗ into a finite number

of subintervals Ik such that all s∗ within a single Ik induce the same Hs∗ . Therefore, it is
sufficient to only consider one s∗ per Ik and for this we choose the minimum. The set S∗

of possibly relevant target scores s∗ is then given by

S∗ =
⋃
k

min Ik ⊆
⋃
i∈X
j 6=i

{w(i, j), n− w(j, i) + 1} ∪
⋃
i∈V
j 6=i

{w(i, j) + 1}.

The size of S∗ is obviously bounded by 3n2.
All cases can be handled in polynomial time.
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(i) A partial 2-weighted tournament G.
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(ii) An extension G′ reinforcing {a}.

b
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d

{a, b}
{a, c}
{a, d}
{b, c}
{b, d}
{c, d}

(iii) The constructed undirected bipar-
tite graph H. Thick edges indicate a
maximum-cardinality matching.

a b

c d
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11
1

1
1

1
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(iv) A completion of G′ and G with
MM (G′) = {a}

Figure 10: Illustration of the algorithm for checking whether a singleton {a} is contained
in PWSMM (G) for a partial 2-weighted tournament G. It is obvious that a cannot have a
maximin score of 2 in any completion or be the sole maximin winner with a maximin score
of 0. Therefore, we check the for the case s∗ = n

2 = 1.

Lastly, we consider NWMM , for which we apply a similar technique as for NWBO : to
see whether x ∈ NWMM (G), we start from the graph Gx← and check whether some other
alternative can achieve a higher maximin score than x in a completion of Gx←.
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Theorem 13. NWMM can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof. We show how to check whether x ∈ NWMM (G) for a partial n-weighted tournament
G = (V,w). The maximin score of x in Gx← is the worst case maximin score of x among
all proper completions of G.

For each y ∈ V \ {x}, the maximin score of y in Gy→ is the best possible maximin score
of y among the completions of G. If the maximin score of each y in the corresponding
Gy→ is not more than the maximin score of x in Gx←, then x ∈ NWMM (G), otherwise
x /∈ NWMM (G).

5.3 Ranked Pairs

The method of ranked pairs (RP) is the only resolute solution concept considered in this
article. Given a weighted tournament T = (V,w), it returns the unique undominated
alternative of a transitive tournament T ′ on V constructed in the following manner. First
order the (directed) edges of T in decreasing order of weight, breaking ties according to
some exogenously given tie-breaking rule. Then start with an empty graph T ′ and consider
the edges one by one according to this ordering. If the current edge can be added to T ′

without creating a cycle, then do so; otherwise discard the edge.11

As an example, consider the partial 5-weighted tournament depicted in Figure 11(i),
which is a slightly modified version of the tournament considered in Figures 8 and 9. It is
easy to see that a is the ranked pairs winner in all completions of Ga→, and likewise b is the
ranked pairs winner in all completions of Gb→. On the other hand, there is no completion
that has c as a ranked pairs winner. Whether d is a possible ranked pairs winner depends
on the tie-breaking rule that is used, and in particular on how the tie-breaking rule ranks
edges (d, c) and (b, d): alternative d is a possible ranked pairs winner if and only if (d, c) is
considered before (b, d) (see Figure 11(iv)). Since RP is resolute, we have (assuming that
the tie-breaking rule ranks (d, c) over (b, d))

PWRP (G) = {a, b, d}
NWRP (G) = ∅

PWSRP (G) = {{a}, {b}, {d}}.

It is readily appreciated that the winner determination problem for RP is computation-
ally tractable. The possible winner problem, on the other hand, turns out to be NP-hard.
This also shows that tractability of the winner determination problem, while necessary for
tractability of PW, is not generally sufficient.

Theorem 14. PWRP is NP-complete.

Proof. We will work with an alternative characterization of ranked pairs winners that was
introduced by Zavist and Tideman (1989). For a given a weighted tournament T = (V,w)

11. The variant of ranked pairs originally proposed by Tideman (1987), which was also used by Xia and
Conitzer (2011), instead chooses a set of alternatives, containing any alternative that is selected by the
above procedure for some way of breaking ties among edges with equal weight. We do not consider
this irresolute version of ranked pairs because winner determination for this variant is NP-hard (Brill
& Fischer, 2012). As mentioned in Section 3, this immediately implies that all problems concerning
possible or necessary winners are NP-hard as well.
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(i) A partial 5-weighted tournament G.
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(ii) A completion of G with ranked pairs
winner a.
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(iii) A completion of G with ranked
pairs winner b.
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(iv) A completion ofG with ranked pairs
winner d. Here, we assume that edge
(d, c) is considered before edge (b, d).

Figure 11: Example of a 5-weighted partial tournament and completions relevant for possible
ranked pairs winners. For each completion, the transitive tournament constructed by the
ranked pairs procedure is indicated by the thick edges.

and a given tie-breaking rule, let � denote the order in which edges are considered in the
ranked pairs procedure. That is, (x, y) � (u, v) if and only if either w(x, y) > w(u, v) or
w(x, y) = w(u, v) and the tie-breaking rule ranks (x, y) higher than (u, v). Given a ranking
L of V , and two alternatives a and b, we say that a attains b through L if there exists
a sequence of distinct alternatives a1, a2, . . . , at, where t ≥ 2, such that a1 = a, at = b,
ai L ai+1, and

(ai, ai+1) � (b, a) for all i with 1 ≤ i < t.

In this case, we will say that a attains b via (a1, a2, . . . , at). A ranking L is called a stack if
for any pair of alternatives a and b it holds that a L b implies that a attains b through L.
Zavist and Tideman (1989) have shown that an alternative is the ranked pairs winner if and
only if it is the top element of a stack.12 Intuitively, the defining properties of a stack L
ensure that for all pairs (a, b) of alternatives with a L b, by the point in time the edge (b, a)
is considered, it will be discarded because it would create a cycle.

Membership of PWRP in NP is obvious, as for a given completion and a given tie-
breaking rule, the ranked pairs winner can be found efficiently.

12. The characterization by Zavist and Tideman (1989) addresses the irresolute version of ranked pairs
discussed in the previous footnote. Our adaptation to the resolute version of ranked pairs is a straight-
forward corollary.
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d

p1

p′1

p̄1

p̄′1

p̄2

p′2

p2

p̄′2

c1 c2 c3

Figure 12: The partial 8-weighted tournament Gϕ for the Boolean formula ϕ = {p1, p̄2} ∧
{p1, p2}∧{p̄1, p2}. Double-shafted arrows represent heavy edges, standard arrows represent
medium edges, dashed arrows represent light edges, and dotted lines represent partial edges.
For all pairs (a, b) that are not connected by an arrow, we have wϕ(x, y) = wϕ(y, x) = 4.

NP-hardness can be shown by a reduction from Sat. Our construction is based on the
proof of Theorem 1 by Brill and Fischer (2012). For a Boolean formula ϕ in conjunctive
normal-form with a set C of clauses and set P of propositional variables, we construct a
partial 8-weighted tournament Gϕ = (Vϕ, wϕ) as follows. For each variable p ∈ P , Vϕ
contains two literal alternatives p and p̄ and two auxiliary alternatives p′ and p̄′. For
each clause c ∈ C, there is an alternative c. Finally, there is an alternative d for which
membership in PWRP (Gϕ) is to be decided.

In order to conveniently describe the weight function wϕ, let us introduce the following
terminology. For two alternatives x, y ∈ Vϕ, say that there is a heavy edge from x to y if
wϕ(x, y) = 8 (and therefore wϕ(y, x) = 0). A medium edge from x to y means wϕ(x, y) = 6
and wϕ(y, x) = 2, and a light edge from x to y means wϕ(x, y) = 5 and wϕ(y, x) = 3.
Finally, a partial edge between x and y means wϕ(x, y) = wϕ(y, x) = 1.

We are now ready to define wϕ. For each variable p ∈ P , we have heavy edges from
p to p̄′ and from p̄ to p′, and partial edges between p and p′ and between p̄ and p̄′. For
each clause c ∈ C, we have a medium edge from c to d and a heavy edge from the literal
alternative ` (with ` = p or ` = p̄ for some p ∈ P ) to c if the corresponding literal ` appears
in clause c. Finally, we have heavy edges from d to all auxiliary alternatives and light edges
from d to all literal alternatives. For all pairs x, y for which no edge has been specified, we
define wϕ(x, y) = wϕ(y, x) = 4. An example is shown in Figure 12. Observe that the only
pairs of alternatives for which wϕ is not fully specified are those pairs that are connected
by a partial edge.
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d
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¯̀′
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(i) Sc = (d, `
′
, `, `′, `, c)

d

`

`′

¯̀

¯̀′

cc

(ii) Sc = (d, `′, `, c)

Figure 13: Two possibilities for the sequence Sc.

We will now show that alternative d is a possible ranked pairs winner in Gϕ if and only
if ϕ is satisfiable. Intuitively, choosing a completion such that (p′, p) � (p̄′, p̄) corresponds
to setting the variable p to true.

(⇒) First assume that d ∈ PWRP and let T ∈ [Gϕ] be a completion of Gϕ with
RP(T ) = {d}. Consider a stack L with top element d and an alternative c corresponding to
a clause in ϕ. Since L is a stack and d L c, d attains c though L via some sequence Sc. (If
d attains c via several sequences, fix one of them arbitrarily.) Since wϕ(c, d) = 6, all edges
in the sequence Sc must be heavy, medium, or appropriate completions of partial edges.
Therefore, Sc must have one of the following two forms (depicted in Figure 13):

Sc = (d, `
′
, `, `′, `, c) or Sc = (d, `′, `, c),

where ` is some literal. The former is in fact not possible because wϕ(`, `
′
) = 8 implies

that `
′

does not attain ` through L. Therefore, each Sc is of the form Sc = (d, `′, `, c) for
some literal `.

Now define assignment α by setting to true all literals that are contained in one of the
sequences Sc, c ∈ C. We claim that α is a satisfying assignment for ϕ.

In order to show that α is well-defined, suppose there exists a literal ` such that both `
and ` are set to true under α. This implies that there exist c1 and c2 such that d attains c1

via Sc1 = (d, `′, `, c1) and d attains c2 via Sc2 = (d, `
′
, `, c2). In particular, `′ L ` and `

′
L `.

However, it is easily verified that any stack ranks ` higher than `
′

(because wϕ(`, `
′
) = 8)

and ` higher than `′ (because wϕ(`, `′) = 8). Thus, there is an L-cycle ` L `
′
L ` L `′ L `,

contradicting the assumption that L is a stack.
In order to show that α satisfies ϕ, consider an arbitrary clause c. As d attains c via

Sc = (d, `′, `, c) and wϕ(c, d) = 6, we have that wϕ(`, yj) ≥ 6. By definition of wϕ(·, ·), this
implies that literal ` appears in clause c. Furthermore, ` is set to true under α because ` is
contained in Sc.

(⇐) For the other direction, assume that ϕ is satisfiable and let α be a satisfying
assignment. We use α to construct a completion T = (Vϕ, wα) ∈ [Gϕ] with RP(T ) = {d}.
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On partial edges, the weight function wα is defined as follows. If literal ` is set to true
under α, let wα(`′, `) = 7 and wα(`, `′) = 1. Otherwise, let wα(`′, `) = 1 and wα(`, `′) = 7.

We now show that RP(T ) = {d} by going through the procedure that constructs the
transitive tournament T ′, starting with the empty tournament on Vϕ.13 First, the set of
all edges with weight 7 or more will be added, because there are no cycles among those
edges. This set consists of the heavy edges and the (previously) partial edges. Next, the
medium edges are considered. All these edges are of the form (c, d) where c is an alternative
corresponding to a clause. Since α is a satisfying assignment, T ′ already contains paths from
d to every clause alternative c. Therefore, all of the edges (c, d) with c ∈ C will be discarded.
In the next step, all light edges (i.e., edges of weight 5) are considered. All of those edges
are of the form (d, `) for a literal `. Therefore, all of those edges can be added to T ′ without
creating a cycle (d has no ingoing edges in T ′). After adding the light edges, d has an
outgoing edge to all literal alternatives ` and to all auxiliary alternatives `′. Furthermore,
all edges from a clause candidate c to d have already been discarded. Thus, d is the unique
undominated alternative in T ′, i.e., RP(T ) = {d}.

Since the ranked pairs method is resolute, hardness of PWSRP follows immediately.

Corollary 2. PWSRP is NP-complete.

Computing necessary ranked pairs winners turns out to be coNP-complete. This is again
somewhat surprising, as computing necessary winners is often considerably easier than com-
puting possible winners, for both partial tournaments and partial preference profiles (Xia
& Conitzer, 2011).

Theorem 15. NWRP is coNP-complete.

Proof. Membership in coNP is again obvious. For hardness, we give a reduction from
UnSat that is a slight variation of the reduction in the proof of Theorem 14. Let G′ϕ be
the partial 8-weighted tournament that results form Gϕ by adding a new alternative d∗

which has heavy edges to all alternatives in Vϕ except d. Furthermore, there is a light edge
from d to d∗. We show that d∗ is a necessary ranked pairs winner in G′ϕ if and only if ϕ is
unsatisfiable.

(⇒) Assume for contradiction that NWRP (G′ϕ) = {d∗} and ϕ is satisfiable. Let α be
a satisfying assignment and define the tournament T = (Vϕ ∪ {d∗}, w′α) ∈ [G′ϕ] such that
w′α coincides with wα (as defined in the proof of Theorem 14) for all partial edges. By the
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 14, it follows that d does not have any ingoing
edges in the tournament T ′ constructed by the ranked pairs procedure. At the point in
time when the edge (d, d∗) is considered, it will be added to T ′. This yields RP(T ) = {d},
contradicting the assumption that NWRP (G′ϕ) = {d∗}.

(⇐) Assume for contradiction that ϕ is unsatisfiable and there exists a completion
T ∈ [G′ϕ] with RP(T ) = {x} 6= {d∗}. It follows that x = d. (All alternatives in Vϕ \ {d}
have an incoming heavy edge (from d∗), and all heavy edges will be added because there
is no cycle among them.) By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 14, it follows
that ϕ is satisfiable, contradicting our assumption.

13. The following arguments are independent of the choice of a particular tie-breaking rule.
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6. Possible Winning Subsets

We considered the problem whether a subset of alternatives is a possible winning set (PWS).
In addition, it may be of interest whether a subset of alternatives is among the winners in
some completion, i.e., whether there is a completion for which all the alternatives in the
subset (and possibly other alternatives) are in the choice set. We will refer to the latter
problem as PWSS (possible winning subset). We note that an oracle to solve PWSS can
be used to solve PW. If we want to check whether i ∈ PW (G), we simply check whether
{i} ∈ PWSS (G). We are not aware of any direct algorithmic relation between the problems
PWS and PWSS.

We examined the computational complexity of PWSSS for most of the solution concepts
considered in this article. Since the arguments are often very similar to proofs already given,
we briefly summarize our findings here.

COND As there is never more than one Condorcet winner, every X ∈ PWSSCOND(G) is a
singleton and the problem reduces to computing PWCOND(G).

CNL For PWSSCNL, note that for a nonempty set X ⊆ V , X /∈ PWSSCNL(G) if and
only if |V | > 1 and every completion of G−1 has a Condorcet winner which is
furthermore located in X. Therefore,

X ∈ PWSSCNL(G) if and only if


|V | = 1 or

∅ ∈ PWSCOND(G−1) or

PWCOND(G−1) \X 6= ∅.

CO Just as for the other problems, polynomial computability of PWSSCO follows from
the corresponding result for PWSSBO .

TC The problem PWSSTC can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, it can be shown
that for a partial tournament G and a set of alternatives X, it is sufficient to check
whether X ⊆ PWTC (G) (with an additional argument if |X| = 2) in order to
determine whether X ∈ PWSSTC (G).

BO The argument and algorithm for checking whether X ∈ PWSSBO(G) is almost
the same as the argument for PWSBO in Theorem 9. The only difference is that
sBO(v, T ) may now be up to s∗ instead of s∗ − 1 for v ∈ V \ X in T ∈ [G].
Consequently, we only need to redefine bs∗(v) to s∗ − sBO(v,G) for all v ∈ V \X.

MM The proof for efficient computability of checking whether X ∈ PWSMM (G) can be
modified to accommodate PWSSMM . More precisely, the second basic assumption
is now w(i, j) ≤ s∗ for i /∈ X, j ∈ V . For s∗ = n

2 , it is sufficient to check whether G′

is an extension of G. For s∗ < n
2 , edges {i, {i, j}} with i ∈ X are now contained in

Es
∗
H if w(i, j) ≤ s∗. The rest of the argument can be adjusted appropriately. For

s∗ > n
2 , nothing changes.

RP Since PWRP is NP-complete (Theorem 14), we get NP-hardness of PWSSRP by
the oracle argument above. Since membership in NP is obvious, the problem is
NP-complete.
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The complexity of PWSSUC is left open. Minor modification of our hardness construc-
tion for PWSUC will not do the trick. In that argument, the crucial question was whether
there is a completion that excludes certain alternatives from the choice set. This does not
help for PWSSUC .

7. Discussion

The problem of computing possible and necessary winners for partial preference profiles has
recently received a lot of attention. In this article, we have investigated this problem in a
setting where partially specified (weighted or unweighted) tournaments instead of profiles
are given as input. We have summarized our findings in Table 1.

A key conclusion is that computational problems for partial tournaments can be signif-
icantly easier than their counterparts for partial profiles. For example, possible Borda or
maximin winners can be found efficiently for partial tournaments, whereas the correspond-
ing problems for partial profiles are NP-complete (Xia & Conitzer, 2011). Furthermore,
computing possible and necessary Copeland winners is NP-hard and coNP-hard respec-
tively for partial preference profiles (Xia & Conitzer, 2011). In contrast, we showed that
even PWSCO can be solved in polynomial time for partial tournaments. As for negative
(hardness) results, they can be tempered by the fact that when some parameters of the
problem are bounded by a constant, some of these hard problems may be solved in polyno-
mial time. In particular, Yang and Guo (2013) have shown that PWSUC is polynomial-time
solvable if the size of the given subset X is bounded by a constant.14

While tractability of the winner determination problem is necessary for tractability of
the possible or necessary winners problems, the results for ranked pairs in Section 5.3 show
that it is not sufficient. We further considered the problem of deciding whether a given
subset of alternatives equals the winning set for some completion of the partial tournament.
The results for the uncovered set in Section 4.4 imply that this problem cannot be reduced
in polynomial time to the computation of possible or necessary winners; whether a reduction
exists in the opposite direction remains an open problem.

Partial tournaments have also been studied in their own right, independent of their
possible completions. For instance, Peris and Subiza (1999) and Dutta and Laslier (1999)
have generalized several solution concepts on tournaments to partial tournaments. The
common point with the approach we follow here is the nature of the input, namely, par-
tial tournaments. However, Peris and Subiza (1999) and Dutta and Laslier (1999) define
solution concepts for partial tournaments by directly generalizing the usual definition on
tournaments. This is in contrast to our definitions, which are based on the completions of
the input partial tournament. The notion of possible winners suggests a canonical way to
generalize any solution concept defined on tournaments to partial tournaments. This way
of extending tournament solutions to partial tournaments is referred to as the “conservative
extension” and inherits various axiomatic properties which the original tournament solu-
tions satisfies for tournaments (Brandt et al., 2014). The positive computational results in
this article are an indication that this may be a promising approach.

14. Yang and Guo (2013) also give hardness and fixed-parameter tractability results for a generalization of
the Banks set to partial tournaments.
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We also highlight another way of viewing algorithmic results concerning possible and
necessary winners. There is a burgeoning literature in computational social choice which
deals with the problem of manipulation and control in voting (Bartholdi, III, Tovey, & Trick,
1989, 1992; Faliszewski & Procaccia, 2010). If a given alternative is already a necessary win-
ner, then there is no need to invest effort into influencing the remaining comparisons or votes
to make it winning. Moreover, our results also have implications on a partial tournament
version of the coalitional manipulation problem: coalitional tournament manipulation, in
its constructive version, is defined as follows. Given a partial tournament (V,E), a sub-
set X ⊆ V , and a distinguished alternative x, is there a way to complete the missing edges
in X ×X such that x is a winner? Informally, do the players in X have a way of fixing the
winners of the matches among themselves so as to make x win?

Constructive coalitional tournament manipulation is polynomial-time solvable whenever
PW is. Likewise, the destructive version of coalitional tournament manipulation (is there a
way to complete the edges within X such that candidate x is not winning?) is polynomial
whenever NW is.

Regarding future work, we have not yet examined the complexity of computing possible
and necessary winners for some attractive tournament solutions such as the minimal covering
set and weighted versions of the top cycle and the uncovered set (De Donder, Le Breton, &
Truchon, 2000).15

An interesting related question that goes beyond the computation of possible and neces-
sary winners is the following: when the winners are not yet fully determined, which unknown
comparisons need to be learned, which pairs of candidates do we have to compare, or which
matches should be played? This problem can be seen as a tournament-based version of
the preference elicitation problem (Conitzer & Sandholm, 2002; Ding & Lin, 2013; Walsh,
2008). While the standard version of the problem looks for minimal sets of queries to voters
about pairwise preferences between candidates, in the tournament version a query bears on
a pair of candidates and its output is an edge between these two candidates, in one direction
or the other. Procaccia (2008) considers a similar question for COND . The construction of
a policy tree defining an optimal protocol minimizing the number of questions to be asked
or the number of matches to be played, in the worst case or on average, is an even more
challenging issue that we leave for future research.
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